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Submission content: I have looked through some of the data and find it
alarming that the growth of housing in the east will be around 46% yet
the jobs will be 63%.... there is already massive congestion of both
road and rail that could be alleviated by the decentralisation of
industries and government. I personally travel from the Greater
Parramatta area to the east side of the Sydney CBD. Traffic is fairly
consistent on both morning and afternoon transit. The traffic in the
opposite direction is however almost non existent. So the plan is to
grow the Coastal City by a large portion but dominate the jobs growth.
Land is still cheaper in the west, so why isn't the focus more on
encouraging large business (for example Commonwealth bank that
was in Homebush and potentially Paramatta that has now committed to
move 9000 jobs to Zetland) to locate in the greater sydney and not the
Coastal City. I like the concept of fast trains from Parramatta to the city,
but if it is only feeding the symptom of bizarre planning that then
becomes a significant consumer of the limited public purse, then it
would be better to encourage that growth closer to where people live. I
am also at a loss as to why Parliament is so entrenched in Sydney
CBD, the lovely old heritage buildings are not suited to the modern
demands (security, connectivity and accessibility etc) and the cost to
retrofit a heritage building is significant. Why aren't these buildings



turned into a museum that can then showcase our political history, and
build a purpose built new adaptable facility in the Geographic centroid
of the current Greater Sydney Area??? It would also allow for a more
cost effective method of preserving the heritage of the parliament and
would allow its history to be opened up and shared with all, rather than
a very strict access controlled site.
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